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Last night, Su wanwan and Jiang Chengzhan played very late. Today, Su wanwan has
no energy and no spirit. He only poked a few grains of rice for breakfast.

Jiang Chengzhan was quite normal. He had almost the same amount of food in
peacetime and half a bowl of soup after finishing.

The man's silent eating appearance is very quiet, not affected by what day it is today.
It's a blessing to have enough to eat and drink.

Su wanwan looked at him silently and looked away.

I'm not very comfortable. I'm feeling sentimental. Suddenly I hear someone calling her.
Looking up, I see that it's Qin Mingyang. He has come to the house.

"Sister in law, have you had dinner?"

Su wanwan casually answered, "I've eaten it. Would you like to have some with me?"

Qin Mingyang walked to the restaurant with a smile and said politely, "no,
sister-in-law, I want to take brother Zhan out for a walk. Are you OK today?"

Su wanwan shakes her head: "it's OK." it's boring to think that Jiang Chengzhan is at
home. She's in a bad mood today, so it's better to let him out for a breath.

Moreover, Jiang Chengzhan has been taken out many times by Qin Mingyang, and
nothing has happened. She is quite at ease.

"Go ahead, but come back early and call me if you have something to do."

Jiang Chengzhan is so taken away. Su wanwan leans on the sofa unhappily, takes a
hazelnut, hesitates for a long time and puts it back.

After being so lazy for more than an hour, Su wanwan thought of Zhou Tao's white
jade. In fact, it has been a long time since she returned it to others, but she has been
delayed until now.



She made a phone call to Zhou Tao and made an appointment to deliver Yu.

The top layer of the wardrobe is specially for jewelry. Su wanwan steps on the chair to
take out the jewelry box, and soon finds the white jade. Her eyes inadvertently fall on
a bracelet.

She remembers very clearly that Jiang Chengzhan personally put them on her at the
last school reunion. At that time, she wanted to sell them, but Jiang Chengzhan said
that he would not let her sell anything.

She hesitated, picked up the bracelet and put it on her wrist.

Diamond shining, set off her white slender wrist is particularly beautiful.

Su wanwan found a pink dress to put on, carried a small blue handbag, put the white
jade inside, and put on a pair of 5cm high heels to go out.

After a while, Bai Yu went to hang out in Huijie. She had no idea. Before she came
out of the house, she heard her mobile phone ring. She subconsciously thought it was
Jiang Chengzhan who called her. She took it without looking at it. "Zhan Bao --"

"What Zhan Bao?" the voice came from the phone. It was a very nice female voice.
The silver bell was clear and crisp. "Don't you have children at night?"

Who?

She was so familiar with her that Su wanwan took down her mobile phone and took a
look at it. It was a strange number, with some doubts: "are you..."

"Me," the other side a pair of I you can't hear the voice, "I said late, you don't contact
me, even if I can't hear the voice?"

Su wanwan frowned, but she didn't know, "then you are..."

The other side seemed a little sad and sighed, "Lingyue!"

Then he added, "don't you forget me?"

"Cui Lingyue?" A name suddenly flashed in my mind, and Sue blurted out.

"That's right," Cui Lingyue's voice was not very happy. "I said Su wanwan, how can
you do this? Wuwuwu, you even forgot me. You are too much."

……



Su wanwan knew who Cui Lingyue was. She was the best friend of the original owner.
She went abroad two years ago. At first, they contacted each other very frequently.
When she came over wearing a book, she would not contact each other.

Cui Lingyue didn't contact her, so they lost touch with each other.

I didn't expect Cui Lingyue to call her today.

It turned out that Cui Lingyue had returned to China and left the city today.

Su wanwan hangs up after dealing with her, thinking about returning jade to Zhou Tao.
She carries her handbag and goes out.

"Madam, Mr. Jiang asked you to wait for her to come back."

Su wanwan was stopped by the bodyguard as soon as she came out of the door. She
looked at the arm blocked in front of her eyes and looked up. She couldn't believe it
and asked, "Mr. Jiang?"

Subconsciously, I thought it was Mr. Jiang.

But the old man is still seriously ill in the hospital. Who is that?

A few days ago, the idea of the bodyguard being bribed emerged again. She looked at
the man who looked like an ice sculpture in front of her. Was it Jiang Yushen?

"Jiang Yushen asked you to stop me?"

Su wanwan was angry and wanted to curse, "do you know who is the person who pays
you?"

"Do you have any professional ethics, so you are bought off?"

The bodyguard was scolded by others, but his mood didn't change at all. His face was
flat, and his voice was as flat as ever: "madam, we only listen to Mr. Jiang, and we
won't be bribed by anyone."

Su was even more angry, "don't you know the salary you took from me?"

The bodyguard explained flatly: "our salary is given by Mr. Jiang, which we naturally
know."

"Mr. Jiang?"



Su wanwan glances at two bodyguards who look like black faces. She can't believe it.
Is Mr. Jiang in their mouth not Jiang Yushen, but... Jiang Chengzhan?

How is that possible?

Su wanwan's figure was unsteady, and he stepped back. He held the door frame beside
him and then stopped. "So... Mr. Jiang in your mouth is... Jiang Chengzhan?"

But her voice was trembling.

The bodyguard replied very simply: "yes."

Su wanwan's legs softened and she almost sat on the ground.

Jiang Chengzhan gives them the salary, Jiang Chengzhan orders them not to let
themselves out of the house, Jiang Chengzhan

He's... okay?

Su wanwan didn't know whether to be happy or disappointed. When she left in the
morning, she was still silly. She repeatedly told me that she had something to call.
How suddenly

At that moment, her mind was blank and she had no idea.

It took me a long time to react and yell, "what if I have to go out?"

The bodyguard said coldly: "Mr. Jiang only told us to stop his wife and wait for him to
come back. If you have to leave, then we..."

We can only use tough means. Su wanwan understood what they didn't say.

She was stunned for a few seconds, looked at the two big men, and returned to the
room with a cold hum, closing the door.

Jiang Chengzhan well, she is the last one to know, but also put her under house arrest
here.

Oh, how ridiculous, isn't it?

Sue sat on the sofa for more than half an hour. She didn't even hear her mother say
hello to her when she went out shopping.



She tried her best to keep her mind in peace, but she could not calm down.

She looked back at the door. There were two tall and strong men there. She couldn't
get out of the door. She had to think of another way.

Such a small villa is not difficult for her, and it doesn't depend on what she used to do.
After a little observation, she found a way out.

Su wanwan easily escaped from the back window and went directly to the place agreed
with Zhou Tao. One was to give Bai Yu to him first, and the other wanted to ask him if
he knew about Jiang's group.

Su wanwan called a car and drove all the way to the place. She put Bai Yu into Zhou
Tao's hand and asked, "do you know what happened to the board of directors of Jiang's
group today?"

Zhou Tao nodded: "I know. I heard there will be a press conference today."

"What time?" Su wanwan asked.

"Three o'clock in the afternoon," Zhou Tai raised his wrist and looked at the time. It
should be the board of directors in the morning.

Su wanwan clenched her finger hard. She took out her mobile phone and dialed out a
mobile phone number.

The phone was quickly connected, but a woman answered it, and the words were very
official: "President Jiang is in a meeting, and I will tell President Jiang later."

After hanging up the phone, Su wanwan sat on the doorstep of the hotel as if she had
been drained.

The stupid man who was still lingering with her last night has to be answered by others
when he calls him today.

Ha ha

Su wanwan sneered. She didn't know how to describe her chaotic mood.

Zhou Tao saw that she was on the verge of collapse. He already understood something
in his heart and said tentatively, "are you ok?"

Su wanwan was silent for a few seconds, struggling to get up and said, "let's go to the
company."



She said and left, Zhou Tao hesitated for a few seconds to follow.

This is Su wanwan's first visit to Jiang's group. She can't see the top of the 70 or 80
story building at a glance. She stands at the bottom of the building like a tiny ant.

Now the man is at the top of the building, and she is at the bottom.

Su wanwan clenched his fingers and nodded with Zhou Tao. He seemed to cheer
himself on and said, "go in."

"Who are you looking for, miss?" As soon as Su wanwan entered the hall, she was
stopped.

She was a very beautiful receptionist, and Su said, "I'm looking for Jiang Chengzhan."

The front desk lady has a very official smile on her face and a gentle tone: "excuse me,
do you have an appointment?"

"Appointment?" Su wanwan pointed at herself and looked at the front desk lady in
surprise, "I want to make an appointment with my husband?"

When Jiang Chengzhan got married last year, he didn't know many people. After all,
he would be stupid. He claimed that he was only ill, and only people close to him
knew about his marriage.

Not to mention the people in the company.

Hearing this, the receptionist said politely, "sorry, we didn't receive the notice of Mr.
Jiang's marriage, so..."

Her words have made it very clear that Jiang Zong is not married yet, so it's OK to
pretend to be her wife.

Su wanwan's face is white and red, but she can't take care of others' eyes. She just
wants to find Jiang Chengzhan and ask him, why do you want to cheat her?

She was about to break in when she was caught by the arm.

It was Zhou Tao who winked at her. "The security guard is coming. We'll try again."

Out of the building, Su wanwan looks at the top of the building again in the sun. Do
you see? As long as Jiang Chengzhan doesn't want to see her, she can't even see his
people.



That's the difference between the two.

Su wanwan is led by Zhou Tao to find a coffee shop near Jiang's group.

After sitting down, Zhou Tao turned on his mobile phone and found a video. He
watched it first, and then transferred it to Su wanwan: "is this him?"

In the video, a man in a black suit walks in front of the camera, facing the camera,
with an indescribable aura. His eyes are fierce, his expression is indifferent, his pace is
steady, and his posture is straight. Behind him, he follows countless bodyguards to
protect him in the center.

Like being stabbed by the hot sun, Su wanwan narrowed her eyes slightly. The man is
familiar to her from head to foot, with only thick black hair and no small pulling on it.

I didn't expect that just a hair would make her feel so strange.

The silly man who kept shouting for his wife called himself zhanbao and said that he
would love her forever. Maybe he would never come back.
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